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Abstract

The role of customers in the electricity market opening in Slovenia is discussed.
Customer interest was initially limited to the largest customers, as only they could
influence the situation in the first market opening period, from April 15 2001. Broad
opening of the market, down to customers with 41 kW connected power (65 percent of
total consumption) and full international opening (with a reciprocity clause), is scheduled
for January 1 2003. The legal market structure is further defined by the requirement for
separation of network ownership and operation, creation of a regulatory body and a
regulated third-party access.

During the last year before market opening, in 2002, mid-sized and small eligible
customers contributed considerably to the creation of a useful electricity market. The
effort was spearheaded by a group of customers that joined a project-based customer
group. This and other customer groups contributed to a more balanced preparatory
process, which is generally dominated by the government agencies and incumbent
electricity suppliers. The customers' experts and consultants assisted the regulators in
resolving some technical issues, such as setting the rules for auxiliary network services,
power balancing and cross-border capacity allocation. The moving force for customer
activities is an expectation that electric energy prices will drop, by some 10 percent, from
the current levels in Slovenia, towards the levels experienced on the Central European
open markets. The developments confirm the hypothesis that electricity market
liberalisation, usually driven by legislation (top-down) is effective only when customers
gain an adequate role.

ULOGA POVLAŠTENIH KUPACA U RAZVOJU TRŽIŠTA ELEKTRIČNE
ENERGIJE U SLOVENIJI

Sažetak

Uloga kupaca u otvaranju tržišta električne energije u Sloveniji tema je brojnih rasprava.
Interes kupaca prvobitno je bio ograničen na najveće potrošače, jer su jedino oni mogli
utjecati na situaciju tijekom početnog razdoblja otvaranja tržišta, tj. od 15. travnja 2001.
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godine. Šire otvaranje tržišta prema kupcima s 41 kW priključene snage (65 percent
ukupne proizvodnje), te potpuno međunarodno otvaranje (uz klauzulu o reciprocitetu)
predviđeno je za 1. siječanj 2003. godine. Pravna struktura tržišta definirana je potrebom
odvajanja vlasništva nad mrežom i pogona, stvaranjem regulacijskog tijela i reguliranog
pristupa treće strane.

Tijekom godine koja prethodi otvaranju tržišta, 2002., srednji i mali povlašteni kupci
značajno su doprinijeli stvaranju korisnog tržišta električnom energijom. Ta je nastojanja
predvodila skupina kupaca koji su se priključili skupini vezanoj uz projekt. Ova i druge
skupine kupaca doprinijele su uravnoteženom tijeku pripremnog razdoblja, kojim općenito
dominiraju vladine agencije i nametnuti isporučitelji električne energije. Stručnjaci i
savjetnici kupaca pomagali su regulatoru u rješavanju nekih tehničkih pitanja, kao što su
definiranje pravila za pomoćne usluge u mreži, energetska ravnoteža i izvangranična
raspodjela kapaciteta. Motivacijska snaga za aktivnosti kupaca jest očekivanje da će
cijene električne energije pasti za oko 10 percent u odnosu na trenutnu razinu u Sloveniji,
a prema razini srednjeeuropskih otvorenih tržišta. Dostignuća potvrđuju pretpostavku da
je liberalizacija tržišta električne energije, obično potaknuta pravnim dokumentima (od
vrha na niže), jedino djelotvorna onda kada se kupcima dodijeli primjerena uloga.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electricity market opening in Slovenia is driven by two factors:

• accession to the EU,

• expected active participation (exports) on the internal EU and other markets, where
transactions may be hindered by a reciprocity clause.

The general goal of improving the efficiency of the electricity supply by market
mechanisms were in Slovenia not emphasised, either in statements or in practical
activities.

Prerequisites for a competitive market, where both suppliers and customers will be driven
towards greater efficiency, are free commercial interactions between suppliers and
customers in a legally secure transparent environment where also transaction costs are
low. Further conditions include easy entry and exit of market actors. Also, there should be
a reasonable balance between the market powers in each group (customers and
suppliers), as well as between them. An addition to these demanding prerequisites for
any functioning competitive market, complications arise with network-bound energies,
due to transport limitations, and required services on the network, (auxiliary, ancillary or
system services). This complex situation is prone to manipulation, especially by the
existing suppliers.

From experience of other countries, opening of the electricity market should be
considered a major and possibly lengthy transformation process. In any case, it can not
be concluded unless the customers assume their part. On the electricity market this does
not mean only knowing the good you are purchasing and deciding on the supplier, but,
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ideally, also active participation in optimisation of the operation of the market, in view of
the dynamic nature of the processes involved.

2. ELECTRICITY MARKET OPENING IN SLOVENIA

2.1. Provisions of the Energy Act

In Slovenia a surprisingly rapid market opening was stipulated by the Energy Act of 1999
[1]. In the two preparatory years, 2000 and 2001, basic institutions were set up in
conformity, or somewhat exceeding the requirements of the ED Electricity Directive [2].
An internationally open market for 65 percent of consumption should be in operation from
January 1, 2003.

Steps to market opening envisaged by the Energy Act are somewhat different from the
ongoing processes in other European countries. Instead of stepwise opening by customer
size, from e.g. 100 GW through steps such as 40 GWh, 9 GWh. Steps in the Energy Act
relates to internal vs. external market opening.

Already in the first step, on April 15, 2001, all customers with connected power above 41
kW, 65 percent of customers by electricity consumption, became formally eligible; but the
customers were not free to import electricity and so the market was restricted to
domestically produced electricity. We can consider this stage only as a training period, as
such arrangement can in no case become a competitive market. In Slovenia the state is
virtually the sole owner of the generating capacity. As a rule of the thumb, participation of
at least five independent competitors of similar strength is a minimal requirement for
realistic competition. Also, during this initial period there was a lack of legal coverage for
the processes involved. Over 50 regulations dealing with the details of the market
operation had to be developed.

The market is further legally defined by the requirements for separation of network
ownership and operation, and creation of a regulatory body, overseeing the regulated
third-party access, general market oversight and settlement of disputes.

The public service activities (management and operation of networks, supply to tariff
(non-eligible) customers) were separated from competitive activities (generation and
supply). This separation is institutional (legal) at the transmission level. At the distribution
level, legal separation is not required by law and also was not adopted in practice.

2.2. Institutional transformations

The regulatory agency, Agencija za energijo RS (AGENRS) was established and started
operation in 2001. Until January 1 2003 the law requires consultations of the Agency with
the government, after that date it is expected to be fully independent of the Government.
The law is not clear about governance of the regulatory agency by the national
institutions. It may be useful to provide some oversight of the Agency from the parliament.
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The Government is still responsible for setting prices (tariffs) for non-eligible customers,
as well as for energy policy and promotional activities, such as feed-in tariffs for electricity
from renewable energy sources. The national government is also responsible for
operation of public services, which consist of management and operation of the
transmission and distribution networks and supply to non-eligible customers.

Somewhat in conflict with its role as the transmission system operator, Elektro Slovenija
(ELES [3]), still owns several non-network subsidiary companies, including a large
consumer (TALUM - a major consumer for aluminium production), generation-related unit
(ELES-GEN, co-manages the sale of electricity from the nuclear power plant Krško, which
in turn is jointly owned by the Republic of Slovenia and the Croatian electricity utility
HEP), and electricity market operator BORZEN. It is expected that ELES shall divest of all
activities not related to transmission network management and operation.

The formal marketplace BORZEN [4] started trial operation in early 2001. It also assumed
the legal obligation for management of a registry of all physical delivery contracts. Full
details of the contractual energy flows are required and used for preparation of
operational planning. No commercial information disclosure of bilateral (over-the-counter)
contracts is required. An open spot market is operated since early 2001.

The five previous distribution companies (Elektro-Celje, Gorenjska, Ljubljana, and
Primorska) perform public service activities, and also supply to eligible customers in
functionally, but not legally separate departments. This mixing of public service and
competitive commercial activities creates some contradictions. For example, the
companies purchase electricity for both commercial and public service supply. According
to the Energy Law, the government may impose conditions on the public service supply,
such as procurement of a defined share form secure (e.g. domestic) sources, which does
not apply to commercial purchases.

2.3. Protection of competition

Whereas realistic competition has not yet been established on the electricity market in
Slovenia, the Office for Protection of Competition (in this section: the Office) has already
made some rulings.

It allowed the creation of a holding company, which now manages the state-owned assets
in all major hydro power plants and the thermal power plant Šoštanj, thus providing more
than two-thirds of all electricity consumed in Slovenia. The reasoning for this ruling was,
that some competition is provided by other producers, and, more justified, that realistic
competition will come from abroad.

On a move by the distribution companies to merge, the ruling of the Office was negative.

It should be noted that the competency of the Office is only against companies violating
the competitive market rules. The Office can not judge any legal acts or acts of the
government, by which the authorities may limit or preclude competition.
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The Office (the director of the Office) also made a public statement that it will carefully
examine any aggregation of customers, lest they interfere with competition by
accumulating market power on the demand side. The competition law is rather strict in
this area. Any mutual fixing of prices for otherwise independent companies is illegal.

2.3.1. Legal aspects of consumer pooling

Pooling of consumers is in part limited by the Law on Protection of Competition. Two
directions can be pursued:

• plead for an exception, or

• make the pool non-binding.

The Office can grant an exception form the general rule, in recognition of the benefits to
production that may arise from the agreement of a group of companies, or from a minor
effect on the market.

An ongoing customer-pooling project developed and conducted by Institute "Jožef
Stefan", Energy Efficiency Centre is pursuing both directions. In expectation of an answer
to an application for exception, the pool is for the time being non-binding. This form may
well be useful also in the future, when at some point pooling of consumers will inevitably
lead to market distortions.

2.4. Market opening problems

Here we refer to the essential problems, beyond the elaborate and demanding process of
market opening itself.

2.4.1. Excess capacity and high production costs in some power plants

In Slovenia, as well as in most European countries, the problem for incumbent electricity
producers is overcapacity. In view of the small size of the country and ample transmission
capacity, the overcapacity is not a physical problem, but a commercial one. Some of the
domestic production is not competitive on the emerging European market. The problem is
aggravated by the low prices on the relevant markets, that is on the Central European
markets (Germany, Austria and acceding CEE countries). The prevailing market prices
for electricity hardly cover the operating costs of most cost-effective thermal power plants.
Nuclear and hydro power plants have low direct operating costs, but may still find
themselves in a difficult position, if fixed operating and/or capital costs remain substantial.
Only on the Italian market the prices are more favourable, but the transmission capacity is
not sufficient to absorb all excess capacity available in Slovenia.

The problem is only amplified by the unresolved situation of the NPP Krško. Should half
of the NPP production be transferred and sold in Croatia, there would be no surplus
production in Slovenia. In this case the authorities (including the transmission system
operator) may be able to fend off competition from import for a short time (one or more
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years). After accession to EU, expected in 2004, protection from imports will be less
feasible.

Even now, there seems no constraint for imports from or through Croatia. For imports and
exports in the direction of Austria and Italy there are technical limitations, which are
practically non-existent for transmission from or to Croatia. The legal constraint for
imports from Croatia is the reciprocity clause. Any electricity producer in Slovenia can
request a ban on any specific supply contract that could not be legally executed in the
reverse direction, e.g. if only customers that consume in excess of 40 GWh annually are
eligible customers in a country, only such customers in Slovenia can import from that
country.

The strategy of the domestic producers in this situation is not yet clear. There seem to be
several variants of short-term strategy, but on the longer term, the production costs will
have to be brought in line with market developments.

Clearly this situation calls for a concerted action of customers in Slovenia, whose interest
is supply at competitive prices.

2.4.2. Missing regulations

More than 50 new regulations are needed for completion of the legal framework outlined
in the Energy Act; for all energy sector activities, not only electric power. Basic technical
regulations are included in this number, but many detailed technical and procedural
documents are not. In practice, many documents had to be revised soon, as the original
proposal proved to be unpractical. Though not a purely trial-and-error process, the
iterative approach to development of regulations proved to be the only possible one.

In summer of 2002 two of the more important issues were still unresolved: how to deal
with deviations from the planned schedule of operations (supply and demand deviations)
and how to allocate critical cross-border capacity.

Regulation on deviations from operations schedule is a case in point. A regulation has
been promulgated in December 2001 by ELES as the TSO, responsible for the issue of
balancing the supply and demand in the single national regulating area, also recognised
by UCTE. The regulation has been applied in practice only with significant case-by-case
corrections and on the level of distribution companies only. A thoroughly revised
regulation has been published in September 2002. In this regulation "balancing groups"
are systematically introduced. Also, an analytical method for dealing with eligible
customers that do not have detailed metering (hourly or quarter-hourly telemetric
measurements). The customers' project described below has contributed to the
formulation of this regulation.

Regarding allocation of cross-border capacities, where constraints are expected both on
the Austrian and Italian border lines, the existing rule (first-come-first-serve) will not be
applicable after full market opening. A useful regulation for allocation of access to these
transmission lines is still expected, as of beginning of November 2002. This is long
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overdue, as delivery contracts should have been concluded and announced before
October in case of yearly contract duration.

Delays of critical regulations may significantly influence practical market opening as
scheduled in the law. Interested customers are well aware of this real, tactical and
psychological effect and are attempting to mitigate the negative consequences.

2.4.3. Poor liquidity of the power exchange

An analysis of the available information on trading on the BORZEN (electronic) floor
indicates poor liquidity of the basic product of any power exchange - the daily spot
deliveries of hour product (next day delivery). Due to the needs of the transmission
system operator (ELES-TSO), BORZEN is mostly (by volume) trading a product that is
not common on other power exchanges: weekly base. ELES-TSO puts this product on
the market once per week and it is basically the planned production of two coal-fired
power plants (Trbovlje and Ljubljana) that are priority dispatched.

Even though the volume of this product is up to 15 percent of the consumption in
Slovenia, the structure of trading does not produce a reliable price signal. Greater part of
the offered "weekly base" product is sold outside Slovenia, mostly to the CE market (D,
A). By this mechanism the market price is converging to the price level of EEX (Leipzig)
and/or EXAA (Graz).

Negligible liquidity of the market in the basic product (hourly products), does not
encourage reliance on the spot market. In this sense, the market has not taken off the
ground yet.

Good liquidity of BORZEN is essential to the development of the market and operations
planning of both producers and consumers. An alternative would be reliance on other
open markets for price signals and supply of last resource.

2.4.4. NPP Krško situation

The proposed international agreement between Croatia and Slovenia on the NPP Krško
is not convenient for the electricity consumers. They do not have any direct interests in
the NPP Krško, but several provisions of the agreement are contrary to the development
of an international market in the area that involves both countries. Some provisions,
probably not demanded by the Croatian negotiators, exclude half of the electricity
generated from the Slovenian electricity market. The assumption that this was not
demanded by Croatian side is based on estimation of interest.

At the time being, and probably in the near future, Slovenia will be a better market for
electricity, if only for the possibility to export a share of it to the neighbouring Italy. As a
product of a company based in Slovenia, which the NPP Krško definitely is, electricity
should be sold at best price, be it at the domestic (Slovenian) market or exported in any
direction. It may be of interest to Croatian negotiators to demand free transmission of
electricity from the plant to the Croatian border. A response in the interest of consumers
in Slovenia would be, that mutual allowance is given in the form of free or alleviated
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transmission of electricity over the Croatian grid, either from sources within the country or
for transit.

For the customers in Slovenia, increase of competitive activities on the relevant markets
is of direct interest. They particularly prefer a buyers' market, where supply exceeds
demand.

3. ACTIVITIES OF ELIGIBLE CUSTOMERS

Even if all customers above 41 kW connected power have been eligible since first formal
opening of the market in Slovenia, on April 15 2001, actual position on the market
depends on the size of the customer. The difference in market power is due both to the
interest of suppliers in larger sales volume and the agility of the customers. Only large
customers have trained personnel for this kind of negotiations. The largest customers are
also most energy intensive, so that electricity cost is a substantial issue.

3.1. Very large customers

Two largest customers are also very special: the TALUM aluminium works and the TDR
metallic alloy factory. Both are owned by the state and formally belong to the power
sector companies. The production processes in these factories are most energy
intensive, so the economic existence depends on electricity prices. Special consumers
had, in the previous system, special prices for electricity. Fortunately for the market
opening process, these low prices were not secured by long-term contracts, but by
annual decisions of the government. Should that be the case, the long-term contracts
could become stranded costs of the power sector.

Market opening excludes direct price setting by the government for eligible customers.
Prices demanded by domestic producers for deliveries in the year 2002 were not
convenient to the special consumers.

3.1.1. Advanced external market opening for the largest customers

In a last-moment move to provide relief from high domestic electricity prices for the very
largest customers, the government opened the electricity market in December 2001 for
imports (and exports) for eligible customers that consume more than 100 GWh annually.
(The decision text is based on a clause in the law that gives authority to the government
for actions concerning security of electricity supply, rather than regarding market
regulation. According to the law, the market can be opened before the pre-set date, but
only indiscriminately for all eligible customers).

Customers that exceed the limit of 100 GWh annually (numbering six, in addition to the
two mentioned above three steel mills and the paper mill VIPAP, Krško), have gained
some experience on the international market. Major beneficiary still remained TALUM, as
other customers had to deal with the unresolved issue of supply and demand balancing
and thus were largely still attached to domestic producers and incumbent distributors.
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3.2. Association of industrial consumers

Approximately 45 largest industrial electricity customers are members of a section within
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Gospodarska Zbornica Slovenije, GZS):
Interest association of industrial energy consumers (IZIPE). This association contributed
significantly to improvement of some regulations affecting the operation of the electricity
market.

Due to the limitations imposed by the statutes of GZS, IZIPE could not be pro-active
regarding customer pools. Also, all members of IZIPE were not equally interested in
sharing the additional costs of the specific activities needed for efficient customer pooling.

3.3. Customer pooling project

3.3.1. First phase - questions and answers period

With some encouragement from successful pooling of electricity customers by the
Austrian Energy Consumers Association [5] (also Urban, 2002, [6]) a project has been
initiated by Institute "Jožef Stefan" in March 2002. The goal of the first phase of the
project, ending September 2002, was, to determine whether realistic conditions exist for
market opening as scheduled by the Energy Law, on January 1 2002. Detailed questions
posed included:

• Are all necessary regulations in place?

• What are the expected international market conditions and whether market opening is
beneficial for the customers from this point of view?

How should the customers act to gain adequate market position?

An option for the second phase of the project was indicated: creation of a customer pool.

The number of customers that entered the project as full members was relatively small
(15), but the total consumption of all member companies is respectable, reaching almost
1000 GWh annually. Also, the group included diverse, very large, large and mid-sized
companies.

Broader recognition of the project was the attendance of the associated open seminars,
where cumulative attendance exceeded 150 energy managers from companies and
supplier representatives.

3.3.2. Feasibility and advantages of pooling

Early in the course of the project it was established that the electricity price for the eligible
customers has increased from 2001 to 2002 in excess of the inflation. Lacking any
guidance of published tariffs or price lists, most eligible customers had to abide with the
offer of their local supplier, the eligible supply department of the distribution company.
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The estimated potential for price reduction, if domestic prices reflected international
market prices, is in the range from 10 to 15 percent , even if somewhat higher margins
are allowed for the supplier.

Thus the first conclusion of the project was: Real market opening will be beneficial for the
customers. This is not a trivial conclusion, as the famous saying goes: The more things
change, the more they stay the same, or can even get worse.

A reminder has been addressed to the project by the Director of the Competition
protection office, though only stating in public that "he is rising his ears when pooling is
mentioned".

Two procedural conclusions were assumed in the project:

• The main objective is real and timely market opening (not any "privileged" position of
customers on the market), and

• any pooling should respect the competition laws.

3.3.3. Contributions of the project to market opening

Customers were late-comers among the actors responsible for market opening, which
were mainly government offices and agencies and the (former) electricity supplier
companies. A further disadvantage of the customers was relative inferiority of
professional capacity, except at the few very large companies. Joining of professionals
from many companies, and consultants, contributed significantly to a more balanced
relation.

Most direct involvement of the customers pooling project in market opening activities was
in the case of the regulation on deviations from operations schedule (cost sharing of real-
time power balancing). The regulation now in place allows immediate entry of all eligible
customers to the market, even though they do not have precise, time-of-use
measurements. A simple analytical method is adopted for defining the demand profile of
these customers, and deviations from this profile are dealt with on a collective, regional
basis.

Even though the issues discussed under section 2.4. have not been resolved at this time,
the eligible customers insist on the timely and orderly opening of the market, as
scheduled in the Energy Act.

3.4. Phase two - Qualification of suppliers

Lacking the opinion from the Office for Protection of Competition, the pool is organised as
a very loose association of consumers. In no way shall the purchasing price be imposed
on individual contracts between customers and suppliers. These contracts can be freely
negotiated, but the customers will be equipped with structured and analysed information
about the starting point of the suppliers in these negotiations. Also, the analysis provided
by the consultant shall contain proposed negotiating position for the consumers.
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This second phase of the project should have been ideally concluded before October
2002, so that annual contracts could be timely processed by ELES - TSO and others.
Due to delays in the market opening process, particularly absence of two key regulations
stated in section 2.4.2., the prequalification will be performed in November and for some
types of supply even during December, possibly up to the very last days of the year when
ultimately the allocation of cross-border capacities will be known.

4. CONCLUSION

There is no market opening without active participation of the customers. Not only do they
need to be emancipated, customers should also have a balanced market position.
Otherwise the market can not function as a supply/demand optimising mechanism.

Early experience in Slovenia confirms that only when consumers assume an active role,
the formally established market institutions will move away from the former state of affairs
under new disguise.

On the other hand, the customers will move only when they perceive possible gains, or
experience losses. Consumer action can only be effective if some form of organisation is
allowed. A delicate issue is the structure of such organisation. Attention should be paid
that it does not in any way limit competition, but is aimed at a more competitive situation.

A specific concept of market opening is present in Slovenia. Formally, opening was very
broad sizewise, 65 percent in one step. Practical results seem to be only slightly different
from a more gradual opening. Even under Slovenian legal conditions, the largest
customers were first to profit from market opening, others will possibly follow, or not
altogether. Organising small- and medium- size customers is a possibly rewarding
challenge.

Once started, electricity market opening has, with very few exceptions, notably California,
continued, mostly even accelerated. A lesson from California is also that (some)
customers suffered in the crisis, and nobody was there to recover their losses. In the long
run customers have the same goals as "beneficial" de-regulators: to create a more
efficient electricity supply system. To this goal the customers can contribute at every step
of the market opening process, and should do so.
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